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Basic strategyBasic strategy

Steps of a typical research project:
1. Exploratory-feasibility testsp y y
2. Convergence tests
3 Converged calculations3. Converged calculations

f ll d l l i i i iblA fully converged calculation is impossible 
without convergence tests



Convergence tests
• Choose relevant magnitude(s) A of the problem (e.g. an energy 

barrier or a magnetic moment)g )

• Choose set of qualitative and quantitative parameters xi (e.g. xc 
functional, number of k-points, etc)
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Multi-stage convergenceg g
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Practical hints

•Ask your objective: find the truth or publish a paper?

•Do not try a converged calculation from the start

•Start with minimum values of all xStart with minimum values of all xi

•Do not assume convergence for any xi

•Choose a simpler reference system for some tests

•Take advantage of error cancellationsTake advantage of error cancellations

•Refrain from stopping tests when results are “good”



What determines the accuracy of your 
calculation?

-Variational freedom and adequacy of your basis set

-Accuracy of your pseudopotentials and appropriate 
definition of the “active” (valence) electrons

-DFT and used XC-functional 

-Fineness of your k-sampling (specially for metals)

-Electronic temperature: not always such a good friend !

-Fineness of the real-space grid (SIESTA)



More complete parameter list
•Pseudopotential •Basis set

•Method of generation

•Number of valence states

N b f l t

•Number of functions

•Highest angular momentum

N b f t•Number of angular momenta

•Core radii

•Nonlinear core corrections

•Number of zetas

•Range

•Shape

•Number of k-points

•Electronic temperature

p

•Sankey

•Optimized

•XC functional: LDA, GGAs

•Harris functional vs SCF

•Spin polarization

•Real space mesh cutoff

•Grid-cell sampling

•Neglect nonoverlap interactions•Spin polarization

•SCF convergence tolerance

•Supercell size (solid & vacuum)

•Neglect nonoverlap interactions

•O(N) minimization tolerance

•Geometry relaxation tolerance

•Check of final stability



Parameter interactions

∂2A/∂xi∂xj≠0

Number of k-points: Mesh cutoff:
•Supercell size

•Geometry
•Pseudopotential

•Nonlinear core corrections
•Electronic temperature

•Spin polarization

Nonlinear core corrections

•Basis set

•GGASpin polarization

•Harris vs SCF
•GGA



Why basis sets of atomic orbitals?

Good things about LCAO:Good t gs about C O:

-Physically motivated: very few functions can do a good job !

Localized:-Localized: 

short-range interactions = sparse matrices

linear scaling algorithms become possible

more intuitive “chemistry” captured



Are atomic orbitals appropriate?

Bad things about LCAO:Bad things about LCAO:

-Lack of systematic convergence (as opposite to PW or grids)

Link to the atoms:-Link to the atoms: 

some states (very delocalized) might be difficult to represent

easy to guess for occupied states but, what about excitations? 

basis changes with atomic positions (BSSE)



Improving the quality of the basis set

Single-ζ (minimal or SZ)
One single radial function per angular

momentum shell occupied in the free –atom

I i th litImproving the quality

Radial flexibilization:
Add more than one radial 

Angular flexibilization:
Add shells of different atomic

function within the same 
angular momentum than SZ

Add shells of different atomic 
symmetry (different l)

Polarization
Multiple-ζ

Polarization



Size
Depending on the required accuracy and 

available computational power

Quick and dirty
calculations

Highly converged 
calculations

C l t lti l ζ Mi i l b i t Complete multiple-ζ 

+

Minimal basis set

(single- ζ; SZ)

Polarization

+

Diffuse orbitals



HOW BAD ARE THE RESULTS WITH A SZ BASIS?

Bad!, but… not so bad as you might expect:
-bond lengths are too large  

ti h id bl h-energetics changes considerably, however, energy 
differences might be reasonable enough
-charge transfer and other basic chemistry is usually OK 

(at least in simple systems)
-if the geometry is set to the experiment, we typically have
a nice band structure for occupied and lowest unoccupied bandsa nice band structure for occupied and lowest unoccupied bands 

When SZ basis set can be used: 
l l l d i i l ti-long molecular dynamics simulations
(once we have make ourselves sure that energetics is reasonable)

-exploring very large systems and/or systems with many degrees
of freedom (complicated energy landscape).



Examples



Convergence of the basis set
Bulk SiBulk Si

Cohesion curves PW and NAO convergenceg



Equivalent PW cutoff (Ecut) to optimal DZP

Ecut (Ry)PW # funct.
per atom

DZP # funct.
per atom

System

864544213O

34112965H2

pp

2222713Si

864544213O2

7692313t

5928413diamond

7692313α-quartz

For molecules: cubic unit cell 10 Å of side



Range
• How to get sparse matrix for O(N)

– Neglecting interactions below a tolerance or beyond someNeglecting interactions below a tolerance or beyond some 
scope of neighbours ⇒ numerical instablilities for high 
tolerances.

– Strictly localized atomic orbitals (zero beyond a given 
cutoff radius, rc)

⇓⇓

•Accuracy and computational efficiency depend on the range 
f th t i bit lof the atomic orbitals

•Way to define all the cutoff radii in a balanced way



Convergence with the range

Remarks:

-Not easy to get

bulk Si

Not easy to get

-Longer not better if basis
set is not complet eno gh

equal s, p
orbitals radii

set is not complet enough

-Affects cohesion, but 
energy differences converge 
better

-More relevant for surfaces, 
small molecules and/or 
adsorbates (BSSE)

J. Soler et al, J. Phys: Condens. Matter, 14, 2745 (2002) 

adsorbates (BSSE)



Energy shift

A single parameter for all cutoff radii
E. Artacho et al. Phys. Stat. Solidi (b) 215, 809 (1999)

A single parameter for all cutoff radii

Convergence vs Energy shift of

Reasonable values 
for practical 
calculations: 

Bond lengths                         Bond energies ∆EPAO ~50-200 meV



Soft confinement
( 64 23 111

3s of Mg in MgO for different 
fi t h

(J. Junquera et al, Phys. Rev. B 64, 235111 
(01) )

confinement schemes

Optimized confinement potential:

•Better variational basis sets

•Removes the discontinuity of the 
derivative

•Coming soon to the official 
version 



Procedure
Difference in energies involved in your problem?Difference in energies involved in your problem?

•SZ: (Energy shift)

Semiquantitative results and general trends

•DZP: automatically generated (Split Valence and 
P t b ti l i ti )Peturbative polarization)

High quality for most of the systems.

Good valence: well converged results ↔computational 
cost

‘Standard’

•Variational optimizationRule of thumb in Quantum Chemistry:Rule of thumb in Quantum Chemistry: 

A basis should always be doubled before being polarized



Convergence of the basis set
Bulk Si

ExpAPWPWTZDPTZPDZPSZPTZDZSZ

Bulk Si

5.435.415.385.395.395.395.425.455.465.52a
(Å)

98.8969696979798989689B
(GPa)

4.635.285.375.345.345.335.234.914.844.72Ec

(eV)

SZ = single-ζ

DZ= doble- ζ

P=Polarized

DP=Doble-polarized

PW: Converged Plane Waves (50 Ry)

APW: Augmented Plane WavesDZ  doble- ζ

TZ=triple- ζ

DP Doble-polarized APW: Augmented Plane Waves         
(all electron)



DZPPW
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Real-space grid: Mesh cut-off

Different from PW calculations, used to project ρ(r) in order to 
calculate: 

-XC potential (non linear function of ρ(r) )

-Solve Poisson equation to get Hartree potential

-Calculate three center integrals (difficult to tabulate and store)

<φi(r-Ri) | Vl l(r-Rk) | φj(r-Rj)><φi(r Ri) | Vlocal(r Rk) | φj(r Rj)>

-IMPORTANT this grid is NOT part of the basis set…

i AUXILIAR id d th f f iis an AUXILIAR  grid and,  therefore, convergence of energy is 
not necessarily variational respect to its fineness. 

Mesh cut off: highest energy of PW that can be represented with-Mesh cut-off: highest energy of PW that can be represented with 
such grid.



Convergence of energy with the grid

Important tips:
-Never go below 100 Ry unless you know what you are doing.
-Values between 150 and 200 Ry provide good results in most cases
-GGA and pseudo-core require larger values than other systems
-To obtain very fine results use GridCellSamplingTo obtain very fine results use GridCellSampling
-Filtering of orbitals and potentials coming soon (Eduardo Anglada)



Egg box effect
atom

Energy of an isolated atom moving along the grid

E(x)E(x)

∆E

∆x
We know that ∆E goes to zero as ∆x goes to zero, but

h t b t th ti ∆E/∆ ?

Grid points

what about the ratio ∆E/∆x?: 

- Tipically covergence of forces is somewhat slowler than for the 
total energy
- This has to be taken into account for very precise relaxations and

phonon calculations.phonon calculations. 
- Also important and related: tolerance in forces should not be smaller 

than tipical errors in the evaluation of forces.



K-point samplingK point sampling

R l k id M kh P k
Only time reversal (k=-k)

Regular k-grid

Inequivalent

Monkhorst-Packsymmetry used in SIESTA

Inequivalent 
points

First Brillouin Zone ∆k  ⇒ lc=π/∆k



k-sampling

-Only time reversal symmetry used in SIESTA (k=-k)

-Convergence in SIESTA not different from other codes:

•Metals require a lot of k-point for perfect convergence      
(explore the Diag.ParallelOverK parallel option)

•Insulators require much less k-points

-Gamma-only calculations should be reserved to really large simulation cells

-As usual, an incremental procedure might be the most intelligent approach:  

•Density matrix and geometry calculated with a “reasonable”•Density matrix and geometry calculated with a “reasonable”
number of k-points should be close to the converged answer.

•Might provide an excellent input for more refined calculationsg p p



Surface (slab) calculationsSurface (slab) calculations

Surface
Bulk

Surface 

Same dxy

Same k points xy

z

Same kxy points

dxy d

y

dxy dxy



Convergence of the density matrix

DM.MixingWeight: 

i h b ll 0 1 0 1 f i lα is not easy to guess, has to be small at most 0.1-0.15 for insulator 
and semiconductors, tipically much smaller for metals

DM.NumberPulay (DM.NumberBroyden) :  N

-| |such that  
is minimum

N between 3 and 7 usuallyN between 3 and 7 usually 
gives the best results 



Convergence of the density matrix

DM.Tolerance: you should stick to the default 10-4 or use even 
smaller values unless……

…you know what you are doing:

-Preliminary relaxations 

-Systems that resist complete convergence but your are   y p g y
almost there 

-in particular if the Harris energy is very well converged

-NEVER go above 10-3 

-ALWAYS CHECK THAT THINGS MAKE SENSE.



A particular case where DM.Tolerance could be reduced

Determination of the Si(553)/Au structure 
More than 200 structures explored

S. Riikonen and DSP



Harris functional
ρ(r) = Σi|ψi(r)|2

EKS [ρ] = -(1/2) Σi|∇ψi(r)|2 + ∫Vext(r) ρ(r) dr

∫ ∫+(1/2) ∫VH(r) ρ(r) dr + ∫εxc(r) ρ(r) dr

E [ρ ] E [ρ ] + Tr[(ρ ρ )H ]EHarris [ρin] = EKS [ρin] + Tr[(ρout-ρin)Hin]

•Much faster SCF convergence

•Usually  ρin = Σ ρatoms and no SCF



Neglect of non-overlap interactionsNeglect of non overlap interactions

Basis orbitals

KB pse dopotential projectorKB pseudopotential projector



Incremental approach to convergence 

i) SZ basis set, 2x1 sampling, constraint relaxations, 
l b ith t ili b l DM T l 10 3slab with two silicon bulayers, DM.Tol=10-3

only surface layer: first relax interlayer height, then relaxations with some
constraints to preserve model topology.

Selecting a subset with the most stable models
ii) DZ basis set, 8x4 sampling, full relaxation, ) , p g, ,

slab with four silicon bilayers, DM.Tol=10-3

Rescaling to match DZ bulk lattice parameter

iii) DZ basis set, 8x4 sampling, full relaxation, DM.Tol=10-4

iv) DZP basis set, 8x4 sampling, full relaxation, DM.Tol=10-4

Rescaling to match DZ bulk lattice parameter



Automatic guess + first constraint relaxations with SZ

(1,2,2,1,1,0,4,1,1)

(1,2,0,2,1,1,4,1,1)



SZ energies might be a guide to select reasonable candidates,
but caution is needed!!!!but… caution is needed!!!!

SZ: 88 initial structures converge to the 
41 most stable different models

All converged to theAll converged to the
same structure

Already DZ recovers these as the most stable structures



Finally we get quite accurate answer…. 


